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SOME  COMBINATORIAL THEOREMS EQUIVALENT
TO  THE PRIME  IDEAL THEOREM

R.   H.   COWEN

Abstract. Some useful combinatorial selection lemmas are

shown to be directly equivalent to the prime ideal theorem for

boolean algebras.

1. The theorems we shall consider are intimately related to R. Rado's

selection lemma (Theorem 2, below) which first appeared in [10] and

subsequently has found wide application (see [1], [3], [4], [12]). Our

main theorem is Theorem 1 which we use to derive other forms of Rado's

lemma and to prove A. Robinson's valuation lemma which was shown by

Robinson in [9] to be a fundamental result in model theory.

We also show that Theorem 1 and some of the theorems we derive

from it are equivalent to the prime ideal theorem for boolean algebras

and thus we have some useful abstract versions of this theorem, versions

divorced from any particular algebraic structure. Whether the original

lemma of Rado is as strong as the prime ideal theorem appears to be an

open question; note, however, that E. S. Wölk [12] has shown that Rado's

lemma plus the axiom of choice for families of finite sets implies the

Tychonoff theorem for finite spaces, which, in turn, implies the prime

ideal theorem (see [8]). We conjecture that Rado's lemma is strictly

weaker than the prime ideal theorem.

2. Preliminaries. In this paper we shall work, informally, within

the framework of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (ZF). All uses of the axiom

of choice will be explicitly noted.

Given a set /, by a partial function on I, we mean a function whose

domain is a subset of /. A partial valuation on I is a partial function on

/ whose range is included in {0, 1}. As in ZF we consider functions to

be special sets of ordered pairs and we even allow 0 , the empty function

(the empty set of ordered pairs). If/ is a partial function on / we write

D(f) for its domain, and if t/e/ we write/ft/ for the restriction of/to

UnD(f).
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A set X is of finite character just in case x is in X if and only if

every finite subset of x is in X. It is trivial so show that if X is of finite

character, then y^x e X implies y e X. The Tukey-Teichmiiller principle,

a form of the axiom of choice, states that every nonempty set of finite

character has a maximal element under inclusion (see [5, p. 33]). If £ is

a set of partial functions on /, then £ is of finite character if and only if:

fie F if and only iff\ W e F for every finite IT'S £

Finally, N, a nonempty set of subsets of I, is a net on I if Jx, J2e N

implies there exists J3e N such that J3^Jxt~\J2.

3. Main results. In this section we state and prove Theorem 1 and

derive several consequences. The proof we give here of Theorem 1 is

essentially the same as our proof of Rado's lemma in [2].

Theorem 1. Suppose for each finite W<^ I there is a nonempty set Hw

of partial functions on I whose domains include W and such that WxÇk W2

implies Hw.— Hw. Suppose also that, for each v e I, {/i(v)|/z e H0} is

a finite set. Then there exists a function g, with domain I, such that for any

finite W there exists h e Hw with g\ Wç h.

Proof. First we note that since Wx<^ W2 implies HW=HW , He =

\J Hw, the union being taken over all finite W^I.

Let £ be the set of all partial functions/on / such that for any finite

ITç /, there is an h e Hw such that/[" Wç h. We will show there is a func-

tion in £ with domain £

F is not empty ; in fact 0 e £.

Next we show £ is of finite character. Suppose fe F and I' is a finite

subset of £ Given any finite Wç I, there is an h e Hw such that/f W^h,

so certainly if\ V)\ W^ h. This shows f\ V e F. Conversely if f\ V e F for
all finite V^I, then, for any finite W^I,f\W e F, so there is an h e Hw

such that if\W)\Wçh, that is, f\W^h. Therefore/e £.
The Tukey-Teichmiiller principle gives us a maximal g in £. We claim

£>(g)=£ Suppose not; if v el-Dig), let {hiv)\h e HJ = {ax, ■ ■ ■ ,an}

and let gi=g{J{(v,-ai)}, 1 —i=n. Since g is maximal in F, g($ F and so

there exists IT, such that g^W^h is false for all h e Hw¡. We will show

this is impossible. Surely v e Wit since otherwise g\Wi=g^Wi and then

g <£ £! Let W= Ur=i rVt. Since W is finite and g e F, there exists heHw

such that g\Wçh. Therefore g[Wi^g\W^h, l^i^n. Surely veW^

DQi), so hiv)=a¡, for some/ l^j^n. Then gj{rVj=g[WjU{(v, af)}Çh.

Also, since W^ W, HW^HW ; therefore h eHw., which together with

g}\Wj^h is a contradiction. Hence £»(g) = £

Theorem 2 (R. Rado). Let {A^\v el} be a set of finite sets. Suppose

for every finite W^I there exists a function fw,  Difw)=W, such that
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fw(v) G dv, v eW. Then there is a function f, D(f)=I, such that for every

finite WÇkl there exists a finite W', WçW'^I with f(v)=fwfv), for
all veW.

Proof. For each finite W<=, I, let Hw consist of all fw., where JPç:

W'^I, W finite. Theorem 2 now follows directly from Theorem 1.

The next theorem often gives quicker proofs of results than Rado's

lemma or Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let F be a class of partial functions on I of finite character

satisfying :

(a) {f(v)\fe F} is finite for each v el,

(b) for each finite We /, there exists fe F with D(f)= W.
Then F contains a function with domain I.

Proof. For each finite W^ I, let Hw consist of those functions in F

whose domains include W. It is easy to check that the hypothesis of

Theorem 1 holds; the conclusion gives a function g, D(g) = I, such that

for any finite W there exists h e Hw<^ F with g\ W^ h. Since he F and

F is of finite character, g\W e F; hence g e F.

The next result, the valuation lemma of [9] and its corollary, the special

valuation lemma, are employed by Robinson to give rather direct proofs

of theorems on ultraproducts and the completeness theorem for first

order logic, respectively.

Theorem 4 (A. Robinson). Let tj> = {^Jie2, be a set of partial

valuations on a set S. Let N be a net on T such that for every finite £/£ S

and every J e N there exists a v eJ for which i/£ -D(0V). Then there exists

a valuation W, DÇ¥)=S, such that for every finite U^S and every J e N

there exists a v eJ such that US D(<¡>„) andx¥\U=<j>v\U.

Proof. Let I=SvjN and for each finite W^I with W=U\J{Jy, ••• ,

Jn) where U^S and/, 6 N, let Hw consist of all partial valuations h on I

whose domains include W and such that h\ i/e <f>v, for some v e Jx O • ■ • n

/„ (if there are no J's in W, we interpret the intersection to be (J N).

Hw is nonempty; since ifJçzJyd- ■ • C\Jn and if v eJ such that t/£ D(cf>v),

define h e Hw on D(<f>v)\jN as follows: h agrees with <f>v on D(<f>v) and

is 0 on N. Also {h(v)\h e H0) is finite and it is easy to check that Wy^ W2

implies HWtÇ, HWl.

Now let g be a function on / satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 1

and letY^S. DQ¥)=S. Given finite U^S and J e N, let W=U(j{J}.
Then if A 6 Hw with g\W^h, we have xY\U=g\Ush\U^<j>„ for some

veJ. Hence i/ç%) andY\U=<j>v\Uas required.
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If we let N={T} in the preceding theorem we immediately obtain

Theorem 5 (A. Robinson). Let <t> = if>t)teT be a set of partial valu-

ations on a set S such that for every finite C/çS there exists a t e T for

which Î/Ç Di<Pt)- Then there exists a valuation XV, DÇ¥) = S, such that for

every finite U^ S there exists ateT with US D(<pt) andx¥\U=<pt\U.

4. We now show that all the theorems of the previous section, with the

possible exception of Theorem 2 (Rado's selection lemma), are equivalent

to the prime ideal theorem (in ZF, without the axiom of choice). In

Robinson [9], Theorem 5 is shown to imply the generalized completeness

theorem for predicate logic which is equivalent to the prime ideal theorem

(see Mendelson [7, p. 100]). In addition, we have shown that Theorem 1=>

Theorem 4=>Theorem 5. We show next Theorem 3=>Theorem 5 which

will complete the proof that Theorems 1, 3,4, and 5 are at least as strong

as the prime ideal theorem.

Proof that Theorem 3=>Theorem 5. Let £ consist of all partial

valuations/on S such that for every finite (7g £•(/) there exists ateT

such that t/çz £>(<£,) and /["£/£</>,. It is sufficient to show that there is a

function in £ whose domain equals S. F is of finite character; since if

fie F, surely f\ V e F for every finite Ke S; while if f\ V e F for all finite

V^S, then, given any finite UçDif), f[Ue F and <7£ D(f[ U) and so

there exists a t e £ such that Uz D(<f>¡) and (f[ U)\ £/£ <¿(, that is, f\ Uz <f>t.

Since £ consists of partial valuations, condition (a) of Theorem 3 holds;

also, condition (b) holds since <j>t e F for every / e T. Hence there is a

function in £ with domain S, as required.

We note that it is also possible to derive the prime ideal theorem directly

from any of Theorems 1, 3, 4 or 5 using the facts that the existence of a

prime ideal of a boolean algebra B is equivalent to the existence of a

2-valued homomorphism on B and that the axiom of choice is not needed

to show that any finite boolean algebra contains prime ideals.

We show next that the prime ideal theorem implies Theorem 1 and hence

also Theorems 3, 4, and 5. Our first proof of Theorem 1 cannot be used

for this purpose since it makes use of the axiom of choice in the form of

the Tukey-Teichmiiller principle. We shall next give a proof of Theorem 1

from the compactness theorem for propositional logic, a consequence of

the generalized completeness theorem for predicate logic which, as we

have mentioned, equals the prime ideal theorem. The proof we give was

suggested to the author by E. Mendelson.

Compactness Theorem=>Theorem 1.

Proof. For any finite W^I, let Bw = {h(v)\h e Hw, v e D(h)}. We

construct the following propositional calculus: for each v e I, beB0,

we have a propositional letter, pvb.
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Axioms.    (I) For distinct b, c in B0 and any v el,

~(Pvb A Pvc)-

(II) For any finite Wçz / and h e Hw, there are only finitely many dif-

ferent functions h\ W. If {hy, ■ ■ ■ , hn} is the set of these functions and if

W={vy, ■ • ■ , vk} and hAy¡)=bi}, take as an axiom:

ipYlhi A • ■ • A pVktJ V • • • V (pVi„ni A ■ • • A PnKk).

Any finite number of these axioms is satisfiable; for if H/={v1, • ■ • , vm}

are all the /-constants occurring in the given finite set of axioms and h e Hw,

let pvb be true if h(v)=b, false otherwise. Since h e Hv, for any Ks W,

this assignment is easily seen to satisfy the given axioms.

By the compactness theorem, the whole set of axioms is satisfied.

Given any interpretation satisfying the entire set of axioms, define a

function as follows: for any v el, let W={v), then (II) asserts that p,b is

true for at least one b e B and by (/), pvt> is true for exactly one b; let g(v)

be the unique b such that pn is true. Then for any finite W<=, I it follows

using (II) that g\W is identical with some h\W, he Hw, hence g\ W^h

as required.

Theorem 1 can also be easily derived from the Tychonoff theorem for

Hausdorff spaces, which is a form of the prime ideal theorem (see [6]);

the proof is essentially the same as that given for Rado's lemma in [4].

Finally, for a proof of the compactness of propositional logic directly

from Rado's lemma and the assumption that the set of proposition

letters is well ordered, see [1].
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